
F AM I L Y  WELLNE S S  WARR I O R
Mom ' s  O x y g e n  Ma s k  E d i t i o n

'Hey Moms, your kids school is cancelled, you might be working from home, 
& you can't go anywhere to get a break ...

First Thing's First: 

Get Your Oxygen Mask on First! 
Have you heard the saying, "You can't help someone

else before you put on your oxygen mask first"? Well

we weren't ready for this, but we are in it now, and I

promise you, we won't be any good to our families if

we don't take care of ourselves as well. 
 

Right now, more than ever we are being pulled in a

million directions and locked in a family bubble, 

one we cannot and should not escape! 

There is no running to Target for a break, unless it is deemed an "essential" item. . Not only

are we the ones that have to ensure out families have all the "essentials", we also tend to be

the emotional centers of our home. We need to protect our mental health to be able to do

the same for our family. We always wear a lot of hats but it is magnified now: "home school

mom, short order cook, soother of emotions, cleaner of all the things, expert snuggler,

laundry maiden". Don't worry, I am here to help you! In order for us to help our families we

need to put our mask on first...try these simple tips to do just that! 

https://www.facebook.com/familywellnesswarrior/



Our adrenals are pumping out cortisol like
never before-we are in crisis and no one,
not one of us has ever experienced this
before so of course we are in fight/flight
mode. 
 

What to do?: Manage your environment,
diffusers are perfect for this!! Diffuse
citrus oils to uplift the mood, floral oils to
calm or promote sleep/relaxation, tree
oils for grounding our emotions. Bonus,
they also purify the air!! Epsom salt baths
are great too! Add your favorite blend! I
choose a blend that has basil and
grapefruit because they are nourishing to
the adrenals. I also apply a drop to my
low back/kidney area for added support. 
 

Vagal nerve stimulation will activate your
parasympathetic nervous system (rest
and digest). This is easily done by using a
simple breathing technique. Inhale for 4,
exhale for 8 (longer exhale Is key).  Add a
favorite oil and voila you have enhanced
the benefits!!! 
 

We CAN do this!!!

NEED  MORE  HELP?

Breakfast
School/Work

Lunch
Creative Time
Pick A Project
Read A Book

Dinner
Walk

Bedtime

CREATE A "SIMPLE" ROUTINE

Routine is vitally important, especially for our kids, but do not
discount how much we need it too. Our brains are on
overload and constantly looking for patterns-so let’s help the
brain by giving it a pattern to follow! 
 

Create a simple (read that again) simple routine. No need to
have every moment planned either, naps are good, watching
too much tv is okay , relaxing screen time rules is also okay. S
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Join our FREE group on Facebook

All Things Essential-Oily Tips &

Tricks for Members 

Join me at Family Wellness Warrior on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/familywellnesswarrior

https://www.facebook.com/groups/allthingsessentialmembers/?source_id=326322427755252

